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Collibra for Mobile 1.6
Collibra for Mobile is a cross-platform application that allows you to search for resources in

Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud from your mobile device.

Tip Collibra for Mobile is available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store.

Features

1.6.0
l You can now tap the community or the domain displayed in the breadcrumb trail at the

top of an asset page to view the respective community or domain page.
l You can now share a community or a domain. To facilitate this feature, is added to the

community and domain pages.

https://apps.apple.com/app/collibra-for-mobile/id1498743475
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.collibra.otg.everywhere
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Collibra for Mobile 1.5
Collibra for Mobile is a cross-platform application that allows you to search for resources in

Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud from your mobile device.

Tip Collibra for Mobile is available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store.

Features

1.5.2
l iOS 11 is no longer supported for Collibra for Mobile 1.5.2 and newer.

1.5.0
l You can now receive push notifications when tasks are assigned to you. You have to

enable this feature in the Collibra for Mobile settings.
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Enhancements

1.5.2
l The Expo SDK is upgraded to version 43 to fully support iOS 15.
l General performance and stability improvements.

Fixes

1.5.5
l On Android, the keyboard no longer disappears when trying to add text in text fields.

(ticket #87239)
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1.5.4
l You can again start workflows in Collibra for Mobile.

1.5.3
l You can again sign in to Collibra for Mobile via single sign-on.

1.5.1
l Replying to a comment a second time, no longer results in an exception error.
l The option to secure the user credentials is now correctly saved, even after signing out.
l If you search for a value in a drop-down list in a workflow step and remove your search

query, the drop-down list is again reset.
l Opening a shared link in a mobile browser, now correctly shows "Open in mobile" instead

of "Open in desktop".
l When you click a shared link in Collibra for Mobile, the correct asset is now shown.
l Reopening a shared link in Collibra for Mobile no longer makes the app crash.
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Collibra for Mobile 1.4.x
Collibra for Mobile is a cross-platform application that allows you to search for resources in

Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud from your mobile device.

Tip Collibra for Mobile is available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store.

Features

1.4.0

l Workflows and tasks are now integrated in Collibra for Mobile:
l You can now complete workflow tasks such as reviewing an asset or creating an issue.
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l You can now start actions either from an asset page or from the general Actions page.

You can define the list of actions in Collibra Console.

It may occur that very complex workflows won't work.
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l You can define the workflows for the following situations in Collibra Console:

o List of actions on an asset page.
o List of actions on the general Actions page of the app.
o List of actions in case there is no search result.
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Enhancements

1.4.3

l You can now look up and consult communities and domains in Collibra for Mobile.

Fixes

1.4.3

l Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2021.05.2 no longer hides the Actions section in the nav-

igation bar. (ticket #66953)
l The environment URL set via a mobile device management system is now correctly

shown in Collibra for Mobile. (ticket #68641)
l The environment URL is now deleted from your iOS device if you remove Collibra for

Mobile or if you clear the local storage of Collibra for Mobile.
l Asset names in camel case are now also in camel case in Collibra for Mobile.

1.4.2

l The app no longer crashes when you open an asset page that contains an image without

size arguments.
l A session timeout no longer shows a server error page.
l The documentation of mobile device management parameters is updated. (ticket

#68641)

1.4.1

l Workflow descriptions that contain HTML formatting are now correctly rendered.
l The app no longer crashes if you select a workflow that doesn't have a description.
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1.4.0

l When you add or delete a comment, you now remain on the Comments tab instead of

returning to the Overview tab of an asset page.
l Report images are again shown on an asset page.

Collibra for Mobile 1.3.x
Collibra for Mobile is a cross-platform application that allows you to search for resources in

Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud from your mobile device.

Tip Collibra for Mobile is available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store.

Features

1.3.1

l You can now configure a session timeout for Collibra for Mobile, which will automatically

sign out users from the app after a certain period of inactivity.

1.3.0

l When you sign in with a username and password, you can now use Touch ID and Face ID

to sign in to Collibra for Mobile.
l You can now configure a default browser via your mobile device management software.

The default browser is used to sign in to the app. If the browser that is specified as the

default is not installed on your device, an error message is shown and you are unable to

sign in to the app. (ticket #57109)
l You can now configure notification message that is shown before you sign in to the app,

for example to notify the user that they are using governmental property.
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Enhancements

1.3.1

l Search queries are now only added to the list of recent searches if you open an asset

from the results or expand one of the search results.

Fixes
l When you configure the app settings in Collibra Console of your Collibra environment,

the settings are now correctly applied in the app. You need Collibra 2021.01 or newer.

Collibra for Mobile 1.2.x
Collibra for Mobile is a cross-platform application that allows you to search for resources in

Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud from your mobile device.
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Tip Collibra for Mobile is available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store.

Enhancements
l In your search query, you can now enter an asset type to filter by that asset type.
l Enter "Define <search term>" to search for the definition of the search term.

Fixes
l You no longer have to tap the Next button twice to go to the next step in the sign-in pro-

cedure.
l The Ratings section is no longer available on asset pages if ratings are not enabled.
l The Edit and Delete buttons on the Ratings page of an asset are no longer partly

covered by reviews.
l From the sign-in page, you can again switch to another Collibra environment.
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Collibra for Mobile 1.1.x

Features
l The Collibra for Mobile settings can now be set via Collibra Console of your Collibra Data

Intelligence Cloud environment.

l You can now see the ratings and reviews of an asset.
l You can now add, edit and delete your rating.

Enhancements
l If an asset contains comments, you now see the number of comments in the tab.

Fixes
l If you connect to an unresponsive environment, you no longer remain on the loading

screen but return to the environment URL screen instead.
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Collibra for Mobile 1.0.x

Features
l You can now search for detailed information about governed assets in Collibra Data Intel-

ligence Cloud from your mobile device.

l Further narrow your search results using the same filters defined in Collibra for Desktop.
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l The speed of workflows completion was improved.
l You can now react and share comments and ratings with users from anywhere.
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l Collibra for Mobile now supports Mobile Device Management support so you can pre-

configure the domain URL, search placeholders and the default filters search.

Enhancements
l Clicking a related asset page now opens the respective page.
l The comment field now appears when you reply to a comment.
l You can again mention a user by typing @ when you reply to a comment.
l On Android, clicking the Back button on the search results page now returns to the start

page of the app instead of closing the app.

Fixes
l You can now preview a Column asset page even if stitching was not successful or not all

relations are created.
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About Collibra for Mobile

Supported Collibra version
l Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2020.11 or newer

Supported Apple iOS versions
l iOS 11 or newer

Supported Andriod versions
l Android 7 or newer
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